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a top-class development team

STeiner – The re-invenTorS of The compaSS binocular

The world‘s no. 1 marine binoculars – the trust placed in it and its popularity 
amongst enthusiastic users have made STeiner the world market leader for 
professional observations on the water. for decades STeiner has been  
completely dedicated to the development of innovative binoculars for the 
most demanding requirements and made history over 30 years ago by  
inventing the first binoculars with an integrated compass.
but it hasn’t stopped there! The introduction of many trend-setting  
innovations has pushed the standard for top-of-the-line marine binoculars 
ever higher.

STeiner binoculars are the favoured companion of top international teams 
in the yacht racing world. Discussing the finer points with expert users like 
John Kostecki, the ten-time world sailing champion, is the ideal inspiration 
for further technical development. professional sportsmen who participate in 
the toughest competitions around the world, such as the volvo ocean race, 
place the highest demands on their equipment. Their experience with 
STeiner binoculars provides valuable synergy effects between theory and 
practice.  

The result is a new generation of optimised marine binoculars that are  
unequalled in technology, functionality and quality.

find out about the latest product innovations. at the top of the list is the 
commander Global 7×50, the re-invention of compass binoculars with a 
global compass and Diamond-marine-coating. Test the current range of 
STeiner marine binoculars at your specialist dealer and experience new 
perspectives in binocular technology. Discover for yourself what the 
fascination with STeiner binoculars is all about.

John Kostecki, ten-time world  
sailing champion, does hands-on 

testing of product innovations  
and gives STEINER important insights 

and ideas directly from his  
personal experience.

Tom Addis, navigator of  
the PUMA Ocean Racing 

Team, in action 
during the Volvo 

Ocean Race 
2011/2012 on 
the PUMA Mar 
Mostro.
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The yearning for faraway places and unbounded freedom on the high  
seas – experiences as old as seafaring. Thundering winds, white-crested 
waves and the untamed forces of nature are the eternal challenges for true 
adventurers.

ever since christopher columbus, vasco da Gama and ferdinand magellan 
first tasted salt on their lips, this unique fascination has not changed over  
the centuries. advanced boat construction and the latest materials in  
shipbuilding have now reached a level of technical perfection that these 
heroic explorers could not even imagine. in this spirit, STeiner set the goal 
of once again reinventing the compass binocular so that it could be used 
anywhere in the world and thereby created the ultimate flagship model of all 
marine binoculars.

in the new commander Global the entire experience and creative 
innovation of the traditional family business is manifested  
in an outstanding high-performance lens. STeiner has  
combined the brightest cutting-edge optics with a  
precise global compass in a peerless instrument  
for the first time. as a yacht owner in the port of  
monte carlo or rounding cape horn, with the 
commander Global you will demonstrate not only 
your passion for perfection but will also be able  
to meet the greatest challenges facing your team 
and materials with style. The ideal equipment for  
anybody who won’t be satisfied with anything  
but the best.

Global precision 
commander Global 7×50 compass

British Virgin Islands, the Caribbean

Monte Carlo, Monaco

Tromsø, Norway
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Global compaSS 
Specially designed for the needs of the 

yacht owner in international waters. No 
calibrating or adjusting: the new Global 
Compass is the absolute pinnacle and 
once again demonstrates STEINER‘s 
skill in creative innovation. The  
integrated electronic magnetic field 

measurement ensures absolutely precise 
readings, everywhere in the world from the 

Arctic Circle to the South Seas. Thanks to its 
digital technology, the bearing is extremely  
precise. Analogically superimposed on the lower 
edge of the image, the display is especially easy 
to read without disturbing the field of vision. The 
intuitive operation and the compensation for  
inclination angles make handling especially easy 
and reliable. You will be thrilled with the decisive 
functional advantage of the Commander Global.

The world’s best binoculars for use on the high seas around the world – this 
is the goal STeiner, the inventor of compass binoculars, set when deciding 
to develop its latest flagship instrument. The result: the commander Global, 
the one-of-a-kind combination of a highly precise compass with the brightest 
high-end optics to ever be used in a marine binocular. The compass lens is 
extremely rugged and practically indestructible thanks to the makrolon® 
housing, nano coating and the nbr-longlife rubber armouring. with its  
precision lenses and an innovative high-tech Diamond-marine-coating, the 

commander Global offers superb optical performance with previously unat-
tainable light transmission combined with the proven Sports-auto-focus. 
The STeiner comfortGrip with gel pads, the new strap system and the  
well-designed accessories ensure long-lasting secure and comfortable use.

This makes the commander Global a “must have” for the yacht owner who 
seeks adventure and calls the oceans of our blue planet his home.

The new commanDer Global wiTh Global compaSS
with the commander Global, STeiner is now employing its latest achieve-
ments in the development of especially bright optics for the first time.  
adapted for use in the seafaring environment, the new Diamond-marine-
coating gives you optics with previously unattainable light transmission over 
the entire visible spectrum. rare fluorides and mineral substances are used 
in this high-tech coating, offering a razor-sharp image with the highest level 
of contrast right to the edge of the field of view. contours are always clearly 
and distinctly visible, and diffused light is reduced to a minimum. The  
decisive difference becomes especially apparent in fading light and after  
the onset of darkness. The commander Global offers optimum safety in  
situations in which exact observation and correct bearings under difficult 
conditions are critical.

onlY The beST iS GooD enouGh

Cape Town, South Africa

Sydney, Australia

including high-quality  
binocular case, comfortable  
strap, newly developed floating  
strap, rain protection cap  
and objective covers

Florida, USAYou will find more about these advantages on page 14.

STEINER Diamond-Marine-Coating
coating developed especially for marine  
use – for flawless bright images in all light 
conditions right into the night

STEINER High-Definition-Optics 
Sharp, high definition images with superb  
resolution. Top-class coating technology for  
first-class image quality and light transmission

HD

STEINER Nano-Protection®

Dirt and water repellent for clear  
view at all times and easy cleaning

Pressure proof up to 10 m
being water pressure proof up to 10 metres 
guarantees revolutionary water tightness even 
under rough conditions

STEINER ErgoFlex eyecups
eye protection against incidental light from  
the side and from wind and draughts

STEINER Memory-Ocular
easy storage of personal dioptre setting 

0 1 2

STEINER ComfortGrip 

new thumb depressions with Technogel® 
inserts. comfortable, sure and slip-proof gripGEL

STEINER ClicLoc Strap Attachment
Securely fastens to a strap  
and releases in seconds

STEINER Nitrogen-Pressure-System 

no fogging or condensation  
inside the binoculars

N2

24-hour binocular
The 7×50 specification is perfectly attuned  
for use on the water – for 24 hour viewing

24

sTeiner Marine sTandard

You will find more about these advantages on page 14.
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50 including high-quality wooden case  
for the binoculars, comfortable strap, 
floating strap, rain protection cap and 
objective covers

commander
Xp

 7×50 
with compass

You give your very best for boat and crew in extreme situations. You master 
the challenges of sudden gales and heavy seas. Yet the responsibility remains 
always with you. Your experience tells you: The precision and reliability of your 
instruments are vital. That’s why you don’t compromise when choosing your 
equipment. as innovative as possible and as simple and rugged as necessary: 
over 30 years of developing compass binoculars are behind the  
commander

Xp
 7×50. a set of binoculars meeting the highest standards for 

ruggedness, precision and innovation was created after extensive discussion 
with world sailing champions. no matter which waters you sail, which port 

you steer to in your boat, the commander
Xp

 7×50 offers you the  
benefits and the ruggedness that you desire. absolutely reliable 

and highly precise. The entire construction with its makrolon® 
housing, nbr-longlife rubber armouring and floating prism 
mounting as well as nano-protection® is designed to resist 
environmental factors and tides and to be indestructible 
when it comes to shocks and water. at the same time the 
high-Definition-optics along with the Sports-auto-focus  
offer an especially sharp, clear and bright image that makes 

observation possible even under difficult conditions and at 
night. in addition to its practical handling and the sensible  

accessories, the commander
Xp

 7×50 also stands out as truly useful 
and functional.

for The hiGhlY  
ambiTiouS  
SporTSman

commander
Xp 

7×50

Impressions of the Volvo Ocean Race 2009/2010

biGGeST compaSS  
in iTS claSS 
The size of the compass is critical for the stability  
and precision of the bearings. with a diameter 
of 40 mm, the integrated high-end compass 
of the commander

Xp
 7×50 is a market leader. 

The improved fluid damping and the  
user-friendly illumination function will give 
you that little bit of extra security on the 
high seas. The reticle makes it possible to 
calculate size and distance with absolute  
precision. The commander

Xp
 7×50 is your  

functional companion under extreme conditions 
that you can rely on in any situation.

commander
Xp

 7×50 
without compass

sTeiner Marine sTandard

You will find more about these advantages on page 14.

NBR ERGO

commander
Xp

 7×50 
with compass

98 You will find more about these advantages on page 14.

STEINER High-Definition-Optics 
Sharp, high definition images with superb  
resolution. Top-class coating technology for  
first-class image quality and light transmission

HD

STEINER ClicLoc Strap Attachment
Securely fastens to a strap  
and releases in seconds

STEINER Nano-Protection®

Dirt and water repellent for clear  
view at all times and easy cleaning

Pressure proof up to 10 m
being water pressure proof up to 10 metres 
guarantees revolutionary water tightness even 
under rough conditions

10m

STEINER ErgoFlex eyecups
eye protection against incidental light from  
the side and from wind and draughts

STEINER Memory-Ocular
easy storage of personal dioptre setting 

0 1 2

STEINER Nitrogen-Pressure-System 

no fogging or condensation  
inside the binoculars

N2

24-hour binocular
The 7×50 specification is perfectly attuned  
for use on the water – for 24 hour viewing

24



commander
Xp

 7×30 
with compass

compactness and performance need not be mutually exclusive. STeiner  
has compressed the superior binocular technology of its big brother, the  
commander

Xp
 7×50, into a compact 7×30 format.

The result: a handy binocular that offers a much higher level of performance 
than you would expect from the compact class, making the commander

Xp
 7×30 

thus the perfect companion for people who put stringent demands on their 
marine binoculars but at the same time attach importance to compact  
dimensions and light weight. it’s simply ideal for comfortable use on land as 
well. and you don’t need to forgo the image quality of the high-Definition- 
optics or the typical ruggedness and resilience of the top models either. The 
sum of its many advantages means the commander

Xp
 7×30 clearly surpasses 

even some 7×50 binoculars on the market.

for profeSSionaliSm in Your  
leiSure Time

commander
Xp

 7×30

biGGeST compaSS  
in iTS claSS 
even in the compact class STeiner went for a  
maximum size (30 mm diameter) compass for that 
extra bit of added security on the high seas.
fluid damping and illumination make it possible  
to get accurate bearings under the most extreme  
conditions conceivable. The reticle permits precise 
size and distance calculations.
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 7
×

30 including high-quality 
wooden case  
for the binoculars, 
comfortable strap, 
floating strap, rain 
protection cap and 
objective covers

commander
Xp

 7×30 
without compass

1110 You will find more about these advantages on page 14.

commander
Xp

 7×30 
with compass

sTeiner Marine sTandard

You will find more about these advantages on page 14.
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STEINER High-Definition-Optics 
Sharp, high definition images with superb  
resolution. Top-class coating technology for  
first-class image quality and light transmission

HD

STEINER ClicLoc Strap Attachment
Securely fastens to a strap  
and releases in seconds

STEINER Nano-Protection®

Dirt and water repellent for clear  
view at all times and easy cleaning

Pressure proof up to 10 m
being water pressure proof up to 10 metres 
guarantees revolutionary water tightness even 
under rough conditions

STEINER ErgoFlex eyecups
eye protection against incidental light from  
the side and from wind and draughts

STEINER Memory-Ocular
easy storage of personal dioptre setting 

0 1 2

STEINER Nitrogen-Pressure-System 

no fogging or condensation  
inside the binoculars

N2

10m



The moST preciSe 
compaSS in iTS claSS 

The navigator pro models include a backlit com-
pass and offer a real plus in safety and comfort. 

The field of view is not  influenced by the integra-
ted bearing marks, thanks to the large compass . 

The shock absorbing fluid determines the direc-
tion is effected with highest precision. operati-

on of the compass illumination is easy, without 
changing hands, and the tactile handling  

allows a bearing to be taken at sea, even  
under difficult weather conditions. The nbr 

rubber armouring also offers the compass 
additional protection and always ensures 

the navigator pro remains a reliable 
companion.

navigator pro 7×50 
with compass

navigator pro 7×50
anybody who is out on the water as an ambitious yachtsman, charterer or 
skipper can rely on the all-round attributes of the new navigator pro 7×50: 
it is reliable, simple to use and boasts legendary STeiner ruggedness. The 
powerful lenses offer key reserves for around the clock use.

inTroDucTion To The worlD of STeiner

navigator pro

all navigator pro models come with case, neoprene carrying strap,  
rain protection cap and objective covers.

12

navigator pro 7×30
The compact and lightweight navigator pro 7×30 is an ideal companion for 
active water sportsman. it displays a high degree of versatility on the water and 
is also ideally suited for use on shore.

The professional marine binoculars for water sport enthusiasts that offer more 
value for their money. a precise navigational aid for day-to-day use, the new 
navigator pro binoculars from STeiner once again chart a successful course. 

especially tailored to marine use, the tried-and-tested high-contrast-optics 
ensure bright images with high contrast, natural true colour and large 
depth of field. The practical Sports-auto-focus makes re-focussing  
unnecessary: from a distance of 20 metres to infinity the image becomes 
increasingly sharper without the user having to correct the setting. Seeing 
more – better experience. 

The revised nbr rubber armouring with STeiner ribbing makes the  
binoculars even more tactile; they also stay firmly in your hand in the wet 
and in rough seas. The n

2
-pressure-filling in the binoculars, via the pat-

ented STeiner 2-way-valve technology, prevents the formation of conden-
sation and fogging on the inside of the binoculars. The navigator pro series 

stays waterproof up to 5 metres. 

The newly developed neoprene carrying strap can 
be attached to the binoculars by modern  

clicloc Strap attachment and thus  
enables perfect balance. The carrying 

strap is not only easy to detach, but 
also offers a high degree of wear 
comfort. Details such as the cylin-
drical eyecups made of silicone, 
the rubberised eyepieces with 
optimised diopter settings, and 

navigator pro 7×50 
with compass

navigator pro 7×30 
with compass

navigator pro 7×50 
without compass

navigator pro 7×30 
without compass
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STEINER Nitrogen-Pressure-System 

no fogging or condensation  
inside the binoculars

N2

STEINER High-Contrast-Optics 

bright optics with high contrast and depth 
of field. Specially developed coating for 
marine use

HC

24-hour binocular
The 7×50 specification is perfectly attuned  
for use on the water – for 24 hour viewing

24

Pressure proof up to 5 m
being water pressure proof up to 5 metres 
guarantees revolutionary water tightness even 
under rough conditions

5m

STEINER ClicLoc Strap Attachment
Securely fastens to a strap  
and releases in seconds

NEW

the improved rain protection cap demonstrate the systematic progress that 
the STeiner brand is famous for.

The navigator pro series offers four binocular models in our accustomed 7× 
magnification. objective diameters are available from 50 or 30 mm, each with 
or without integrated compass.

Eyecups Cylindric-Soft 
made of soft, pliable and  
skin-friendly silicone

sTeiner Marine sTandard

You will find more about these advantages on page 14.
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STEINER Diamond-Marine-Coating
STeiner’s unique Diamond-marine-coating permits a previously  
unattainable light transmission over the entire colour spectrum. even  
at night or at dusk, you will see perfect, bright images that have not been 
possible before.

Technical data commander 
Global

commanderXp 7×50
with compass

commanderXp 
7×50

commanderXp 7×30
with compass

commanderXp 
7×30

navigator pro 7×50
with compass

navigator pro 
7×50

navigator pro 7×30
with compass navigator 7×30

item number 7830 7550 7450 7555 7455 7155 7655 7145 7645

objective diameter 50 mm 50 mm 50 mm 30 mm 30 mm 50 mm 50 mm 30 mm 30 mm

Magnification 7 times 7 times 7 times 7 times 7 times 7 times 7 times 7 times 7 times

Weight 1147 g 1140 g 1040 g 558 g 518 g 1110 g 1030 g 560 g 520 g

Width×Height×depth in mm 206×157×99 206×157×97 206×157×75 165×123×72 165×123×56 207×140×95 207×140×75 165×107×68 165×107×56

Temperature range -40 °c to +80 °c * -40 °c to +80 °c -40 °c to +80 °c -40 °c to +80 °c -40 °c to +80 °c -20 °c to +60 °c -20 °c to +60 °c -20 °c to +60 °c -20 °c to +60 °c

exit pupil 7.1 mm 7.1 mm 7.1 mm 4.3 mm 4.3 mm 7.1 mm 7.1 mm 4.3 mm 4.3 mm

luminosity 51 51 51 18.4 18.4 51 51 18.4 18.4

Twilight Factor 18.7 18.7 18.7 14.5 14.5 18.7 18.7 14.5 14.5

Field of View at 1000 m ≥ 130 m ≥ 130 m ≥ 130 m ≥ 130 m ≥ 130 m ≥ 123 m ≥ 123 m ≥ 123 m ≥ 123 m

sTeiner Focusing system Sports-auto-focus Sports-auto-focus Sports-auto-focus Sports-auto-focus Sports-auto-focus Sports-auto-focus Sports-auto-focus Sports-auto-focus Sports-auto-focus

High-performance-optics high-Definition
Diamond-marine-coating high-Definition high-Definition high-Definition high-Definition high-contrast high-contrast high-contrast high-contrast

sTeiner nano-protection® Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes no no no no

Waterproof up to 10 metres up to 10 metres up to 10 metres up to 10 metres up to 10 metres up to 5 metres up to 5 metres up to 5 metres up to 5 metres

nitrogen-pressure-system by 2-way-valve
technology

by 2-way-valve
technology

by 2-way-valve
technology

by 2-way-valve
technology

by 2-way-valve
technology

by 2-way-valve
technology

by 2-way-valve
technology

by 2-way-valve
technology

by 2-way-valve
technology

eyecups ergoflex ergoflex ergoflex ergoflex ergoflex cylindric-Soft cylindric-Soft cylindric-Soft cylindric-Soft

compass worldwide  
Digital

high-precision
hD-stabilized

high-precision
hD-stabilized hD-stabilized hD-stabilized

bearing precise reticle precise reticle precise reticle bearing mark bearing mark

carrying strap comfort
incl. floating strap

comfort
incl. floating strap

comfort
incl. floating strap

comfort
incl. floating strap

comfort
incl. floating strap neopren neopren neopren neopren

strap attachment clicloc clicloc clicloc clicloc clicloc clicloc clicloc clicloc clicloc

Warranty 30 years 30 years 30 years ** 30 years 30 years 10 years 10 years 10 years 10 years

Extreme Ruggedness
The makrolon® material used in the construction makes the 
housing even more shockproof and thus much more  
rugged. The prisms have “floating” mountings. That means 
that they are fixed with a durable, flexible silicone material to 
protect the valuable optical components inside.

Temperature resistant
even temperature variations between -40 °c to +80 °c or 
-20 °c to +60 °c will not adversely affect the functionality 
of a STeiner binocular.

NBR-Longlife Rubber Armouring
The especially durable nbr-longlife rubber armouring is 
resistant to the effects of oil, acid or weathering. The surface 
always stays easy to grasp and slip-proof even in extremely 
wet conditions, heat or cold.

STEINER Sports-Auto-Focus
once adjusted, the unique STeiner Sports-auto-focus  
always provides razor-sharp images from 20 m to infinity. 
without refocusing.

sTeiner Marine sTandardour ouTsTandinG producT FeaTures.

STEINER ErgoFlex eyecups
This innovative system offers the user superb viewing comfort and  
reliable protection against incidental light from the side as well as wind/
draughts. The ergoflex eyecups are made of non-irritating and  
non-ageing silicone, which provides a naturally comfortable feeling on 
the eyes and can also be adjusted three ways by simply folding it over:

1. ergonomic – for ideal conformity to the shape of the face. 
2. cylindrical – as the classic setting variant. 
3. folded over – for use with eyeglasses.

Water pressure proof
marine lenses from STeiner resist water pressure down to a depth of  
5 m (navigator pro) and 10 m (commander Global and commander

Xp
)! 

Special sealing technologies make it possible. no dust, no dirt and no 
humidity can penetrate into the binoculars. This technology protects your 
binoculars from external impacts.

STEINER Nano-Protection®

The proven STeiner nano-protection® permits unsurpassed clear viewing. 
it gives the lenses a dirt and water repellent surface and thus protects them 
from aggressive environmental influences. rain, snow and moisture  
disappear from your field of vision. cleaning is made considerably easier 
and stubborn dirt is a thing of the past. The wafer-thin, hydrophobic surface 
coating on ocular and objective lenses is extremely robust and will give you 
a high-contrast and brilliant image for many years.

STEINER High-Definition-Optics
optimally suited for regular, professional use. a highly specialised coating 
provides first-class light transmission. The images are pin sharp and of  
the highest contrast – right to the edge. Diffused light is reduced to a  
minimum. contours are always sharp and distinctly visible, even in poor 
light or at the onset of dusk.

STEINER Nitrogen-Pressure-System
fogging up or the formation of condensation inside the binoculars is  
totally prevented by this high-tech solution from STeiner. even  
temperature variations between -40 °c and +80 °c do not have any  
adverse effects on the functionality of STeiner binoculars filled with  
nitrogen. The 2-way-valve technology makes maintenance possible at 
any time even after many years of use.

STEINER High-Contrast-Optics
STeiner’s high-contrast-optics give outstanding viewing whether  
for beginners or passionate hobby-skippers! all lenses and prisms are  
manufactured with precision and are specially coated. You get high- 
contrast, bright views with natural colour definition.

STEINER Memory-Ocular
via the handy ratchet mechanism of the memory ocular you can store 
your personal dioptre setting. by turning the ocular, you will immediately 
find your personal setting again.

STEINER ComfortGrip
The STeiner comfortGrip System guarantees uniquely comfortable  
handling. The Technogel® thumb depressions give a sure, light and  
pliable grip, which prevents premature fatigue and permits a consider-
ably longer period for observation. You won’t want to let these binoculars 
out of your hands!

STEINER ClicLoc Strap Attachment
with the carefully thought-out STeiner strap attachment, the binoculars 
always remain firmly in the strap! The carrying strap, can, however, be 
released and refastened in one easy move. The comfortable strap and 
floating strap can be switched quickly and easily. 

Ergonomic design
lies perfectly in your hand and the good gripping  
characteristics of the contact ribs offer sure handling.

24-hour binocular
high transmittance thanks to the 50-mm objective lens and large exit  
pupil. with 7 power magnification; even in heavy swells, wiggle-free view 
round the clock.

Eyecups Cylindric-Soft
like all eyecups by STeiner these too are made of soft, pliable and  
skin-friendly silicone. They can be adjusted two ways:

1. cylindrical – as the classic setting variant. 
2. folded over – for use with eyeglasses.

High-quality accessories
every binocular is equipped with carrying strap, rain  
protection cap for eyepieces and objective covers and is  
delivered with a high-quality case or gear bag.

* Restricted function of electronics at temperatures under -20 °C and above +60 °C.  ** 2 years on electronic parts

1514
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STeiner is a beretta holding company

STeiner-opTiK Gmbh 
Dr.-Hans-Frisch-Str. 9 • D-95448 Bayreuth • Germany 
customer-service@steiner.de
customer-Service: 
Tel. +49 921 7879-851 
fax +49 921 7879-89
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more information at

Test our new generation of professional marine binoculars at your local dealer. 

For further information see: www.steiner.de or ask for our latest catalogues showing our entire range:  

Outdoor, Nature/Birdwatching and Hunting.
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Visit us on Facebook: 
www.facebook.com/Steinerinternational

For the 
passionate 

hunter!
STEINER rifle scopes  

and binoculars  

Rifle scopes Binoculars

Safari UltraSharpSSaaffaarri i UUllttrraaShShaarrppWildlife® XPWilWilddliflifee® XXPP

NEW NEW

THE NEW ERA  
OF INNOVATION!

         High performance outdoor 
binoculars from STEINER.

IHRE LEIDEN-
SCHAFT IM BLICK!

         Professionelle Ferngläser 
zur Natur-, Tier- und Vogel-
beobachtung von STEINER.

Discovery SkyHawkPro

IHRE LEIDEN-Focused on  
your demands
Professional birdwatching 

binoculars by STEINER


